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•	Reframing our methods and re-orientating 
our analysis
•	Taking a ‘long view’ of change and continuity 
of touch
•	Five new case studies on social experiences 
and narratives of touch in Covid-19 times
•	Amplification	of	interdisciplinarity
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For more details see Barker, N., Jewitt, C., & Price, S. (2020). Becoming in touch with industrial robots through 
ethnography. ACM/IEEE International Conference on Human-Robot Interaction, 128–130. 
https://doi.org/10.1145/3371382.3378246
PRE-LOCKDOWN DESIGN & METHODS 
Close observations of touCh
SITE 1: TACTILE TELEROBOTS
PartiCiPate in touCh
SITE 2: AI SORTING ROBOT
sensory interviews (in-aCtion, where 
Possible) 
SITE 3: COLLABORATIVE ROBOT
For more details see Barker, N., Jewitt, C., & Price, S. (2020). Becoming in touch with industrial robots through 
ethnography. ACM/IEEE International Conference on Human-Robot Interaction, 128–130. 
https://doi.org/10.1145/3371382.3378246
taCtile aPPrentiCeshiP CtD…
SITE 4: EXOSKELETON 
(ANTICIPATED)
elevating themes to frame a new site
A SENSITIVITY TO CHANGING 
CONTEXT & RETURN TO ANALYSIS 


















































SITE 4: FUTURE TOUCH 
(ACTUAL)
INTERRUPTION & (RE)ORIENTATION
ONLINE SENSORY INTERVIEWS: 
KEEPING THE ESSENCE ALIVE 
Proxy feelers & teChniques
•	Productive re-orientation – working with 
disruption where possible 
•	Re-considering the ethics of touch in Covid-19 
times
•	Experimenting with keeping the essence of 
our methods alive
•	Developing ‘Proxy Feelers’ to access sensory 
•	Long view & looking back
•	Exploring new ways of ‘being present’ 
•	Flexing, stretching, adapting our methods
ADAPTATIONS IN SENSORY MATERIAL 
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